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Merry Christmas & Happy New Year

SA GREECE

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED 
SA Greece is expanding capabilities at Athens International Airport.

Scandinavian Avionics Greece S.A. has been 
certified for ISO 9001, and in conjunction with 
the existing EASA Part-145 approval, these are 
the basis for the new Line- & Base-maintenance 
Workshop of Athens. 

We are able to perform Line- and Base-mainte-
nance in a wide variety of aircraft and helicopters, 
ranging from single engine to 767. In addition to 
Line- and Base-maintenance the facility will also 
provide FBO services.

For more info, requests or questions please  
do not hesitate to contact:
Phone: +30 210 353 5260
Phone2: +30 210 662 0386
Mobile1: +30 6944 830 890
Mobile2: +30 6937 410 972
Fax: +30 210 662 0414
E-mail: scanav@otenet.gr scanav@otenet.gr
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DANISH MINISTER OF DEFENCE  
VISITED THE SA GROUP HQ 
During two days by the end of October ‘14, the Danish Minister of Defence Nicolaj Wammen 
traveled around Denmark and visited selected company-members of the Defense and  
Aerospace Industries Association in Denmark (FAD). Scandinavian Avionics was one  
of companies the Minister took a closer look at.

Scandinavian Avionics value the prominent visit, 
which included company presentation, tour of the 
SA premises and lunch. The Minister took the time 
to talk with the staff along the way. In the hangar 
Jacob Jensen worked on a EC135 ambulance  
helicopter. At the workshop the Minister spoke  
with Karsten Ellermann about gyro repair and  
Hans Jørgen Nielsen explained the Flight Data  
Recorder technology, known as “The Black Box”.

Besides the Minister of Defence there were a num-
ber of other representatives from The Ministry of  
Defence, The Danish Defence Acquisition and  
Logistics Organization and FAD.

Scandinavian Avionics perform different tasks for 
the Danish Defence. We have as an example in-
stalled complete satellite communications systems 
(SATCOM) on the Defence’s C-130 Hercules 
aircraft and also on the CL-604 Challenger VIP- 
and inspection aircraft.

Also, SA contributed to the acquisition of heat- 
seeking cameras for use on rescue helicopters 
EH-101 Merlin, as well as radio equipment, night 
vision goggles to the army and SATCOM system 
for Command and Control.
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APPROACHING THE FRENCH MARKET
In early 2015 we are expanding our sales depart-
ment in Billund. This is in order to address the 
french speaking aviation market and have em-
ployed Olivier Gaillard as sales engineer. Olivier 
has good experience from the avionic industry  
and we look forward to adding his qualifications  
to our team.

The SA Group is currently doing promotion cam-
paigns in France and other french-speaking 
countries. To do this professionally, The SA Group 
is working closely with a french marketing bureau, 
who assists in promotional activities and support 
in french.

Already after the first approach in august The SA 
Group can sense an interest from potentiel new 
customers. It will be very exiting to follow up when 
the first campaign ends 2015, and we will also add 
Olivier to the group.

SA BMA – Announcement

CHANGE IN INSTRUMENT REPAIR  
SERVICE ACTIVITIES
With effect from the 5th December 2014, Scan-
dinavian Avionics Bromma AB are moving instru-
ment workshop from Sweden to The Scandinavian 
Avionics A/S headquarters at Billund, Denmark.

You are still most welcome to contact us at Brom-
ma for assistance with hangar work on aircraft as 
installations, troubleshooting, modifications, ramp 
checks, calibration and component work on Radi-
os/Emergency Power Supply´s etc.

Contact SA Bromma
Department Manager Ali Binisi
Scandinavian Avionics Bromma AB, Sweden
+46 898 9710
bia@scanav.com

Scandinavian Avionics holds several repair cen-
ter agreements with some of the world’s leading 
avionics manufacturers – Honeywell, Rockwell 
Collins, Garmin and Universal Avionics Systems 
Corporation as a few examples. This means that 
we are fully supported by the OEMs with all the 
required knowledge, spare parts and documenta-
tion in order to carry out high quality repairs and 
overhauls for the benefit of our customer.

For future instrument work please contact:  
Technical Manager Torben Hyrm
Scandinavian Avionics A/S
Stratusvej 9, DK-7190 Billund, Denmark
+45 7950 8061
th@scanav.com

Over the next few years, a number of changes will apply to the performance 

of avionics equipment in order to comply with technical and operational 

requirements. 

This document provides a short review of the related concepts and technical 

solutions related to civil aviation, such as ACAS/TCAS II, LINK 2000+, 

VHFCOM 8,33Khz Spacing, ADS-B, P-RNAV, APV & LPV. 

Review of coming avionics mandates 

and operational requirements

Forthcomming avionics mandates & operational requirements

READY FOR TAKEOFF?
See a review of the coming avionics mandates and operational  
requirements. We can help you to get your aircraft up to date.

You can always find our flyers for download at  
www.scanav.com/news-downloads/Over the next few years, a number of changes will apply to the performance 

of avionics equipment in order to comply with technical and operational 

requirements. 

This document provides a short review of the related concepts and technical 

solutions related to civil aviation, such as ACAS/TCAS II, LINK 2000+, 

VHFCOM 8,33Khz Spacing, ADS-B, P-RNAV, APV & LPV. 

Review of coming avionics mandates 

and operational requirements

Forthcomming avionics mandates & operational requirements
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HAMID PANAHI  1961-2014
I am very sorry to inform that SA BLL’s Work-
shop Foreman, Hamid Panahi, whom a lot of 
you know rather well, passed away 20 Novem-
ber and is not among us anymore. 

Hamid has been fighting cancer bravely for 
some time but unfortunately lost the battle, 
actually much quicker than expected. He was 
here in the company not long ago and was also 
in relative good shape when Torben and Ole was 
visiting him at the hospital just a couple of days 
before he passed away – so quite an unpleasant 
surprise for all of us. The funeral of Hamid was 
held 4 December, from Grene Church in Billund.

Hamid is leaving wife and young daughter, Laila 
og Niusha, and the situation is probably even 
more difficult for them, as Laila only moved to 
Denmark few years ago and still learning lan-
guage and culture so we do not yet know if she 

will stay or move back to Iran and her family. We 
will follow the situation and of course try to help 
when/if required and/or possible.

Hamid worked for SA for 28 years, mainly in the 
radar area and also was right hand for Torben in 
the workshop operation with good relationship to 
many of our customers and appreciated for his 
service level and support. 

Hamid was a very dedicated and loyal employee 
as well as colleague and friend and he will be 
missed and remembered in the team as well as 
our thoughts and compassion is dedicated to his  
friends and family and we all honor his memory.

With Great Regret

Michael  R. Truelsen
Scandinavian Avionics A/S


